REVIVAL REMEDY - for emergency situations
Other registered names in use are Rescue Remedy, Emergency Essence, Five Flower Essence etc.

Revival Remedy is the only 'fixed' flower combination that Dr. Edward Bach, the founder of the
BACH FLOWERS, developed himself and used successfully in all kind of emergency situations for
his patients and himself. To date, it has helped countless people worldwide in minor or major
emergency situations for over 80 years.
The harmonious interplay of these five flowers achieves a unique effect that allows us to cope with
difficult situations calmly and confidently:
* Stressful phases, relationship conflicts and excitement of all kinds
* Minor accidents and their consequences
* Bad news
* Pain and physical weakness
* Shocking news, shocks, accidents
* Fear and crisis situations, after traumatic events ...
CHERRY PLUM (6) helps to let go, to calm the emotional turmoil within, to relax and
to calm the breath;
Clematis (9) brings one back from a feeling of fainting or a kind of
dream state where everything seems far away, by awakening our
senses, clearing the mind, grounding us and bringing us back into the
presence of the moment;
Impatiens (18) normalises the rhythm and tempo of
breathing and heart activity and reduces stress and inner
tension;
Rock Rose (26) gives us deep inner peace
to face the situation with composure and to
act thoughtfully and courageously;
Star of Bethlehem (29)
counteracts shock and
numbing and gives us
comfort and confidence that
the wounds will heal again.

Application of the Revival Remedy Essence, Spray and Cream
The emergency essence is available as dropper bottle (10ml and 25ml), spray (30ml) and cream (50 and 100 gram
jar). It is useful to always have a bottle with you, whether you are travelling, going to work and shopping or
participate in events and family gatherings.
Take a few drops yourself or give them to others in emergency situations immediately or as soon as possible.
Apply them directly on the tongue or put them in a glass of water, so that a rapid calming effect can develop in the
person concerned. Take repeatedly a few drops or drink in sips until you feel calmer and find yourself again.
Depending on the severity, this may be necessary several times at increasing intervals. In case of fainting, drip the
essence directly onto the lip, tongue, pulse, throat or forehead. Depending on the kind of experience, it may be
necessary to continue taking 4 drops 4 times a day for several days or weeks. (For deep traumas maybe months.)
For external use, you can apply the essence to compresses or to partial and full baths. The cream is excellent for
insect bites, cuts (applied thickly with a bandage or a finger stuck in the jar) and skin conditions and promotes
healing for all external injuries. Even varicose veins have been relieved with the help of the cream. The spray can
be applied in the mouth as well as in the aura. - The more directly and quickly it is administered, the faster the
healing and harmonisation will take place.
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REVIVAL REMEDY
Prices & Offers
10ml Revival Remedy Essence

9,60€

25ml Revival Remedy Essence

15,00€

30ml Revival Remedy Spray

16,50€

50g Revival Remedy Cream

15,00€

100g Revival Remedy Cream

24,00€

Price list valid from 01.08.2021

Offer 1:
10ml Essence + 30ml Spray + 50g Cream

32,88€ instead of 41,10 – 20% saved

Offer 2:
25ml Essence + 30ml Spray + 50g Cream

37,20€ instead of 45,50 – 20% saved

Offer 3:
25ml Essence + 30ml Spray + 100g Cream

44,40€ instead of 55,50 – 20% saved

Offer 4:
10ml Essence + 25ml Essence +30ml Spray + 50g
Cream

42,03€ instead of 56,10 – 25% saved

Offer 5:
10ml Essence + 25ml Essence +30ml Spray + 100g
Cream

48,81€ instead of 65,10 – 25% saved

Find Revival Remedy Prices & Offers for CH on: https://flowerenergies.com/en/bach-flower-essences/order-revival-remedy.html

Shipping costs:

Inclusive Tracking Europe Switzerland

10ml + 25ml Essences | 30ml Spray |
50g + 100 g Creams | Offers 1 - 3

up to 500 gram as Merchandise Mail
(4 - 8 days)

7,20€

7,35€

10ml + 25ml Essences | 30ml Spray |
50g + 100 g Creams | Offers 4 - 5

up to 1kg as DHL Parcel (2-4 days)

11,00€

11,90€

Payment:

by Direct Debit | by Bank Transfer (SEPA)

Ordering, advice and free test service:
By phone – 00 49/ 33 22 - 27 98 520 | by E-mail - order@flowerenergies.com | via website https://flowerenergies.com
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